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ABSTRACT :

The multidetector array Mur + Tonneau has been used to perform a 4îr detection

of charged particles and fragments emitted in reactions between 4^Ar, at energies ranging

from 25 to 85 MeV/u, and 27Al or 38Ni target. The events have been sorted as a function

of the impact parameter value, using a new global variable, the average parallel velocity.

The collective transverse momentum in the reaction plane (sidewards flow

parameter) is observed to strongly vary as a function of impact parameter and incident

energy. The measured values have to be corrected for the effects due to the reaction piane

indétermination and to the detector limitations. In order to disentangle these two effects, a

simulation calculation has been made first by assuming perfect detection of all products.

Then, the limitations of Mur + Tonneau have been included. Those limitations caused by

the method itself are more important than those caused by the detector. The measured

value of the flow can be severely reduced, especially when the flow approaches zero.

At low energies, the flow is attributed to scattering to negative angies. When the

energy increases, compression gradually opposes this negative scattering, until the flow

falls to zero. This is obtained at beam energies in the range 70-1000 MeV/u depending

on the for impact parameter value such studies should allow information both on the

nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium and the EOS of nuclear matter to be obtained.



1 - INTRODUCTION

Below 15 MeV/u , complete fusion occurs on a broad range of impact

parameter values. But above 20 MeV/u , the mass, charge and excitation energy of

these incomplete fusion "nuclei vary with the impact parameter value b . Incomplete

fusion means that nucléons and clusters are emitted in the first stage of the nucleus-

nucleus encounter. This pre-equilibrium emission must be distinguished from the

particles issued from the equilibrated fusion nucleus. Their study provides information

on nuclear matter in the hot compressed interaction region (the overlap volume of the

two nuclei, also called participant nucléons). The flow of matter in the reaction plane

(sidewards flow) is a signature of this interaction.

A specific analysis method1) has been developped to study this sidewards

flow, via the component of the transverse momentum of participant nucléons ion the

reaction plane -\ This analysis gives the flow parameter value (loosely called flow*. At

high energies, the interaction is dominated by two-body collisions and this flow is

attributed to a repulsive momentum transfer in the compressed interaction region.

Conversely, at a few tens of MeV/u , the interaction is dominated by the attractive

mean field. There, fragments have been shown to be deflected to negative angles. The

continuous evolution from negative to positive flow values as a function oi incident

energy has been studied with the Boltzmann equation 3) and the microscopic Landau-

Vlasov model 4^ : the flow values are sensitive both to the nucleon-nucleon cross

section O"NN ' n nuclear medium and to the equation of state through the

incompressibility modulus K of infinite nuclear matter. In order to disentangle the

respective influences of two parameters (CTNN and K) by comparing the results of such

calculations to experimentally determined flow values, the flow should be measured as

a function of two variables, namely the incident energy and the impact parameter.

We have designed and performed an exclusive experiment in which the charge

and velocity of nearly all charged products were measured on an event by event basis.

The charge of each fragment gave us an estimate of the mass and therefore, with the

velocity, an estimate of the momentum. We have chosen the 40Ar - -7A! system. An

inclusive experiment 9^ showed that the cross section of fusion residues vanishes

between 32 and 36 MeV/u . Our exclusive measurements spanned energies from 25

to 65 MeV/u in steps of 10 MeV/u . The ^Ar + -7Al system was also measured

with low statistics at 85 MeV/u .

Before undertaking any data analysts, a way of sorting the events as a

function of their impact parameter had to be devised. On the basis of simulations, the

global variables used at reiativistic energies do not give here a sufficient accuracy.

Another variable, the average parallel velocity of the detected nucléons, has been built

and found to sive a better information.



This sorting allowed us to determine the number of preequilibrium nucléons

and to measure their sidewards flow as a function of the impact parameter and the

incident energy.

The flow values obtained are subject to an error due to the error in determining

the location of the reaction plane. We have made simulation calculations to study the

causes of this error. The first cause is the method itself ; the second one is the

experimental limitations. Those [imitations caused by the method itself are more

important than the limitations caused by the detector Mur •*- Tonneau. Tne measured

value of the flow can be much lower than the real value, especially when the flow

approaches zero. Before comparing measured and theoretical vaiues of the flow, the

theoretical results should be modified by a filter reproducing the method and detector

limitations. Such a correction and the subsequent comparison are shown in the talk by

B. Remaud13).

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Experimental set-up

Almost all particles are focused in the forward hemisphere in a reverse

kinematics system such as ours. We were therefore able to cover nearly 4rc in the

center of mass by using two complementary muitidetector systems which covered

nearly 2n . The forward angles between 3.2 and 30 degrees were covered by 96

plastic scindllators arranged in 7 concentric rings located 210 cm from the target. A

detailed description of this plastic wall (MUR) is found in reference 5). All angles

between 30 and 90 degrees were covered using the spherical half-barrel (TONNEAU
6) which was located 80 cm from the target. Each of the 36 half-staves had an

azimulthal coverage of 10°. One photomultiplier at each end of the half-stave allowed

to determine the polar angle, 9 , with a resolution of 6°. All events with multiplicities

larger than 1 were recorded in order to avoid an uncontrolled bias on the reactions.

Elements were separated using the energy vs time of flight technique.The resolution,

threshold, and geometry of the experimental set up have been taken into account in the

analysis.
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TONNEAU

FIGURE 1 :
Experimental set-up (The backward half of Tonneau was not used here).

2.1 : Selection of well measured events

The neutrons are not detected and 10-15 % of the charged products are missed

due to narrow dead areas between the detectors and to the absence of detectors at

backward and very forward angles. In order ,to eliminate badly measured events, the

first step in the event by event analysis was to demand that the total parallel momentum

of all detected prducts was more than 65 % of the projectile's linear momencum.

Since the grazing angie is close to 1° and the minimum detection angle is 3.2° , many

peripheral reaction events were eliminated : indeed, when the projectile-like fragment is

not kicked to more than 3.2° , most of the linear momentum is not measured. This

selection of well measured events keeps all centrai and intermediate impact parameter

reactions as well as a few well characterized peripheral reactions.

2.2. Impact parameter determination

The sorting of events according to their impact parameter value b is mace via

the value of a global variable. Several global variables have been used in the study of

reactions induced by relativistic heavy ions. We have tested them by means of

simulated events produced by a code. Each event is filtered through a software replica

of the detection set-up, to take into accound all the actual detector limitations. The

quality of the impact parameter determination is expressed by the correlation between

the real b value and the "experimentally" determined value. This correladon is broad

when the global variable is the multiplicity, the total detected charge or the mid-rapidity

charge ; it is slightly better with the total transverse momentum .

We looked for a global variable better adapted to incident energies below 100

MeV/u . We found it in the average (mass-weighted) parallel velocity which is

described in ref. ". An impact parameter resolution oi 1 fm ( FWHMI is achieved for

the svstems studied here a: energies aoove -0 Me'v- u.
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3 - MEASURED SIDEWARDS FLOW

The nucléons emitted from the interaction region (pre-equilibrium or

participant nucléons) are sensitive to the flow of nuclear matter during the reaction.

This flow can be studied through the value of the transverse momentum p t . More

precisely, we study the projection p* of pc on the reaction plane as a function of the

rapidity y of the particle, i.e. the sidewards flow. We use y for an easier comparison

with published data 1 ^ . At the energies studied here, < 100 MeV/u , y is very close

to (3/y (parallel velocity in c units). For the particles issued from the projectile d.e.

with a rapidity larger than the cm rapidity yCm) P* has a direction opposed to the

direction of panicles issued from the target nucleus (i.e. y < ycm) : Figure 2.

These opposed directions are used in the method created by Danielewicz and

Odyniec1 to find the location of the reaction plane. Indeed, the reaction plane is

estimated 1 ^) , for each panicle i , using the following vector which is constructed

from the transverse momenta of the other particles in the same event :

(D

where prj is the transverse momentum of particle j , and v is the event's multiplicity,

cùj is taken as positive for y > ycm and negative for y < yCm • The reaction piane is

the plane containing Qi and the beam axis. The value of coj should be chosen to mini-

mize the fluctuations of Qi from the true reaction plane. We have chosen coj = yj-ycm.

where yj is the rapidity of panicle j .

FIGURE 2
Flows of nuclear matter. Left : before the collision. Right : after :he collision, at E;.nc >
E'oal (b), i.e. scattering of projectile nucléons to positive angles : the sidewards flow is
shown by the broad arrows in the reaction piane. At Einc<Et>al (b), the projectile
nucléons are scattered to negative angles, the sidewards flow is negative and the broad
arrows are bent to opposite directions in the reaction plane. The out-of-plane flow
i broad arrows nervendicidar to the reaction Diane) is not studied here.
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This form for a)j is similar to the form used in reference 8, except that those

authors used <y> instead of ycm for very asymmetric systems.

There is some uncertainty in determining the reaction plane in each event. This

point will be discussed in the next section. Then, instead of che real value px , one gets

the measured value called px' which is calculated using :

pf = Qi-MQiI (2)

Because coj is positive for y > ycm and negative for y < ycm the values of

<p x > should increase with increasing rapidity. This definition prevents the flow

parameter values discussed below from being negative. In other words, this method

does not give the sign of the scattering angle.

Figure 3 shows a series of plots of <px'/A> versus the panicle rapidity (y)

obtained at 45 MeV/u for Z=2 in bins corresponding to impact parameter values

centered at 6, 4.5, 2.6 and 1.6 fm . The rapidities of the projectile, yp , the center-of-

mass, ycm , and the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass VNN=VP /2 • a r e shown by

arrows. The location of the "spectator" equilibrated nuclei is shown by a rectangle

(projectile-like fragment in peripheral collisions, incomplete fusion nucleus in centrai

collisions). At 6 and 1.6 fm , the rapidity distribution of Z=2 panicles is shown -

helping to see where participants and "spectators" contribute.

Around y»^ the participants clearly exhibit the linear increase of p*7.A

versus the rapidity which characterizes directed collective motion. At large y values,

particles emitted by the "spectator" equilibrated nucleus constitute the main

contribution. Their transverse momentum is a complex combination of sidewards

flow, bounce-off and a large thermal motion. Their interference with panicipant

particles causes the slope of px versus y to decrease. A similar effect has been

observed at higher energies 6.12,13).

As in ref. 8, the flow parameter of the panicipants is the slope multiplied by

(VP"VNN)- This is shown in figure 3 at 5 fm for Z=I . The variation of the flow

parameter versus b is plotted in figure 4 at 4 energies, for Z=I and Z=2 . A small

number of Z=3 participants are also seen in central reactions. The flow parameter at

36 MeVYu does not depend as strongly on b as at the other energies and has the

largest observed vaiues. 25 MeV/u is similar to 36 MeV/u , 55 MeV/u is intermediate

between 45 and 65 . In central collisions, at 45 MeV/u , some compression is

reached. Inside the interaction region, where nucléons get closer, the potential is less

attractive and the flow parameter falls to smaller values. At 55 and 65 MeV/u . this

effect becomes stronger and the flow parameter is very low at 39 MeV/u . Larger flow

vaiues are observed for Z=2 than for Z=I . This effect has already been observed

-•10). It has been attributed :o che role of thermal motion which tends to reduce the

alignment into :he reaction plane due :o collecr.ve motion : in the limit of complete

thermalization. {he thermal enersv of a cluster :s me same '.vhate\er us mass. :.e. the
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FIGURE 3
45 MeVIu Ar on Al. Measured mean transverse momentum per nucléon projected into
the reaction plane as a function of the panicle rapidity. 5 impact parameter bins, 1 fm
wide, are shown. At 1.6 and ~6 fm for Z=2, the distributions dN/dy are also shown,
allowing two sources to be located : pre-equilibrium panicles (participants) around the
mid-rapidity yw/ , particles emitted from the equilibrated nuclei ("spectators") whose
rapidity is indicated by a rectangle. The flow parameter of the participants is shown at 5
fm for Z=I .



thermal energy per nucléon is lower for heavy clusters than for nucléons, and their

flow parameter is less reduced -). An objection to this explanation is that thermal

morion should not modify the average value of px/A (which is used to get :he flow

parameter) as is confirmed by the simulation described below. It is shown that

Coulomb repulsion is, at least partially, responsible for this increase of flow with

Z13).
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getting the slopes (see Fig. 7). These values are not corrected for the difference
between the true and measured reaction planes and are thus lower limits.



4 - MEASURED VERSUS REAL FLOW VALUES

An experimental value of the flow parameter is normally less than the true

value because the experimentally determined direction of Qi is not exactly in the

reaction plane. Therefore, px'= p* cos(9), where 9 is the angle between the reaction

plane and the experimentally determined Qi.. This angle is not known for each event,

but the average (over many events) angle can be estimated. A reasonable estimate of

this angle (and the associated correction factor) must be made before making any

numerical comparison of experimental and theoretical values.

It is important to understand that the deviation of Qi from the real reaction

plane is not caused only by the experimental resolution, it is due to thermal effects : the

thermal energy leads to the emission of particles having a randomly oriented

momentum, superimposed to the flow momentum. If the thermal momentum is small

relative to the flow momentum, the final direction of the particles remain close to that

of the reaction plane and eq. (1) will lead to a good location of the reaction plane. In

the opposite case, the influence of the flow momentum on the direction of the particle

is washed out by the large thermal momentum. Then, we will see that even with an

ideal detector which detects all particles with perfect angular mass and energy

resolution, 9 can be large. Actually, in the cases studied here, the experimental

uncertainties play a minor role.

4-1 Simulation for a perfect detector

Simulated events were used to study this problem on the system 4OAr+^7 Al at

E/A=45 MeV. The simulated events were produced in almost the same manner as in

reference 7. The calculations were done for five different impact parameters, ranging

from 8 to 0.6 fm. For each excited nucleus produced, a relatively simple Monte-Carlo

recipe 7^ was then used to calculate the distribution of mass, charges, velocities, and

angles of the particles which resulted from the de-excitation of the source.

This technique for creating simulated events 1^) conserves momentum and

assumes that there is no flow. Therefore, the evaporation code was slightly modified to

create events with flow. A rapidity-dependent transverse momentum Ax in the

reaction plane was added to each particle evaporated from the source.

The shape of this distribution is indicated with solid lines in fig. 5. The

assumed value of Ax is constant at -pxmax in the target rapidity region, rises linearly

in the mid-rapidity region, crossing zero at the center-of-mass rapidity, and becomes

constant (at px
max) in the projectile rapidity region. The flow parameter is 2px

max .

This recipe lacks the sophistication of a more complete dynamic model, but it allows

the effects of momentum conservation and thermal energy on the flow parameters to be

examined.
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FIGURE 5

Calculated distributions of <p*'> for Z=I particles as a function of rapidity for three
different valuesof the assumed flow parameter -flow = 0, top ; flow = 40 MeVIc ,
middle ; flow = 100 MeVlc , bottom. The left side shows the simulated data for a
central collision (b=0.8 fin) and the right side for a peripheral collision (b=-i.5 fm),
assuming a"perfect" detector. The error bars are statistical. The solid line show the
location of the p* distribution which was put into the simulation.

Fig. 5 shows the distributions that would be measured by a perfect detector

which gives the exact mass charge, velocity and angle of all particles, including

neutrons. Central and peripheral collisions are shown for three different values of the

flow. The top part of the figure shows the distribution when the flow parameter is 0 ,

the middle part is for a value of 40 MeV/c , and the bottom pan shows 100 MeV/c .

The solid lines indicate the shapes of the real <px> distributions. Ideally, the real and

measured distribudons of <px'/A> vs y would be identical. Realistically, they should

be at leas: similar.

When the real flow parameter is 0 , the "measured" values of <px /A> are

approximately independent of rapidity for central collisions. However, the values for

peripheral collisions are around -5 MeV/c at b=4.5 fm. When a flow of 40 MeV/c is

assumed, the shapes are similar, but the magnitudes of the "'measured" slopes are

about a factor of two lower. When a flow of 100 MeV/c is assumed, the '"measured"

distributions are almost correc:.
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The reason for this behaviour is that the method used to détermine ±z reaction

piane 1^ assumes chac there is flow (eq. (1). As seen in figure 6, when :he f:ow :s

large, the reaction plane is easy to determine and px' i; eiose :o p-x When :ne f.ow

parameter approaches zero, the reaction plane is poorly determined and trie measures

flow is subject to a very large error. In other words, this method is îood for :he case

originally examined by Danielewicz et al (flow parameter > 50 MeV/c;. For small :"orA

values, the only way to improve the determination is to rind the direcnon oi ::.e

reaction plane by another - more appropriate • method.

Generally, the measured distribuions are cioser to the real distributions for

peripheral collisions than for central collisions. This is due to the smaller excitation

energy in peripheral c ilisions, which leads ro smaller thermal momenta. The bottom

pan of fig. 7 compares the "measured" flow parameters to the reai values. Data for

2=1 panicles are shown (but Z=2 is similar) for three of the five impact parameters

tested. This figure shows that, even for a perfect detector. :he measured f.ow

parameter is much less than the real value when the real vaiue :s smaii. As seer. ;r.

figure 5 also, when the real flow parameter gets larger, the measured values approach

the real values.

O
U

FIGURE 6
Deviation of the reaction
plane vectors, determined
for the simulated events,
from the true direction of
the reaction plane. Four
different values of the flow
parameter (0.20.40 and
10 MeVlc) are shown for a
perfect detector (thick lines)
and for a simulation of Mur
-r Tonneau (thin lines).

-90c +90° -90° 0

_P perfect b

-90° 0 +90°-90° 0
Deviation from true reaction plane
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4-2 : Experimental limitations effects
We S2e in fig. 6 chac che reaction plane determination is not much broadened

by the actual detector limitations. The reason is that Mur r Tonneau, although far from

being perfect, has several good points : it is axially symmetric, its geometrical

efficiency is -85% , and the momenta per nucléon, used here.are direcdy measured.

The variation of <px>> versus y is almost identical to that of figure 5, but for

y < 0.1 : the detection threshold eliminates the low momenta particles and <px'>

increases slightly. The slope at mid-rapidicy (flow parameter) is only a bit smaller than

the one obtained with a perfect detector. The correlation between the real and

measured values is shown on top of fig. 7.

80 -

60 -

40 -

FIGURE 7
The "measured"flow, from
the simulated events, as a
function of the "real" flow •
which was put into the simu-
lation, for three different
impact parameters. The results
on the top half'ofthe plot include
the detector related effects for
the simulation ofthe detector
Mw + Tonneau. The bottom
half of the plot is similar to the
top half, except that a perfect
detector was assumed.
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4.3 : Correction factors

The ratio between the real and measured flow parameters is needed when

analyzing data so that the measured flow parameter can be corrected to give the true

value before the effects of the method and detector limitations have changed it. There

are several different methods for estimating this correction factor ; they were first

formulated by Danielewicz and co-workers 1^ *).

Two of these methods are based on two panicle correlations, taken as due to

the reaction plane. The third method !.2.H) for estimating the correction factor is based

on splitting each event into two half-events. The direction of Qi is calculated from

each half-event and the angle between these two vectors (do) is calculated. The

correction factor is then l/<cos(d<6/2)> . A detailed comparison of the results given by

the three methods is given in ref. 12. When the flow parameter is large, all three

methods give reasonably accurate estimates of the correction factor, but methods 1 and

2 seem to be slightly better. For small flow parameter vaiues. the true correction factor

is always much larger than estimated by method 3. Indeed, this method is based on the

assumption that d<b is small, which is not always true in such a case.

For practicr. •>—ioses, in trying to get the correct flow values in an actual

experiment, one can use methods 1 and 2 . For peripheral collisions, imaginary

factors are sometimes obtained ; then, one can extrapolate the factors obtained for

more central collisions (and, if any, factors obtained for the same impact parameter at

neighboring incident energies).

For comparison with theoretical calculations, instead of correcting the

experimental data, one can analyze the calculations in a way similar to the experimental

data : one forgets that the reaction plane is known and one finds its direction with the

Danielewicz's method after applying a software filter which reproduces the detector

limitations. Such a treatment will be shown at this conference13).

5 - CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that the measured flow parameter should be multiplied by a

correction factor, which is subject to a large uncertainty. This difficulty can be avoided

by looking at the energy where the attractive and repulsive pans of the potential balance

each other. There, the flow is zero and no correcting factor is needed. This value,

called Ebai 1 4 \ is strongly dependent on the impact parameter in the calculation of

ref.3.4).



From the data in figure 4, we can build figure 8 which shows the flow

measured at different energies for an impact parameter value b around 3 fm , for Z=I

(open circles). E^al (3 fm) appears to lie in the range 90-100 MeV/u . Similar piots

made also for Z=2 , indicate that E^ai (1 Fm) is in the range 70-80 Me V/u and Ebai

(5 fm) is above Ei33I (3 fm) 9\ This increase of E^ai with b is in qualitative

agreement with the predictions of 2), but it is much weaker.
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FIGURE 8
Flow for Z=I panicles as a function of beam energy for impact parameter b=3±0.5
fm in reactions of 41^Ar on '7A/ . Open circles : uncorrected values, assumed to be
negative. Closed circles : values corrected for the difference between the true and
measured reaction plane. They are compared to calculations based on the Landau-
Vlasov method (left) and the Boltzmann equation (right) for the neighbouring system

0Ca+J0Ca.<Jw stands for the free nucleon-nucleon cross section (—41 mo) and <7nn

for the effective nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium.

For a more complete comparison with the predictions, the values corrected for

the difference between the true and measured reaction plane are shown as closed circles

in figure 8. The right hand part shows the values calculated with a Boltzmann

equation. Experimental results are in agreement with a nucion-nucleon cross section in

medium slightly lower than the value for free nucléons ; however Coulomb repulsion

is not included in this calculation and the comparison is not valid for charged panicles.

The left hand pan shows calculations based on the Landau-Vlasov equation using a

Gogny force and including Coulomb effects ; experimental results indicate that the

effective nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium is lower than the vaiue used in the

calculation. A detailed comparison will be shown by B. Remaud13).
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